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1.A company manufactures and ships industrial water filters from its only factory unit in India.
Which four types of lead time can the company use to create promising rules in lead-time promising mode?
(Choose four.)
A. User-defined lead time
B. Cumulative manufacturing lead time
C. Cumulative total lead time
D. Transit lead time
E. Supplier lead time
F. Total lead time
G. Processing lead time
Answer: ABCF
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/19a/fascp/manage-orderpromising-rules.html#FASCP190544
2.A furniture retailer wants its online buyers to first choose their underlying need, which will then direct
them to the related list of accessories and product parts of the configurable furniture product. The retailer
intends to do this by presenting standard questions to the online buyers on their needs, and then
presenting the related list of accessories and parts through dynamic user interfaces.
What step is required to enable this feature?
A. Add a supplemental structure to the root node of the item-based model in Fusion Product Hub, and
then import it into the Configurator.
B. Add a supplemental structure to the option classes of the item-based model in the workspace area of
the Configurator.
C. Add a supplemental structure to the root node of the item-based model in the workspace area of the
Configurator.
D. Add a supplemental structure at the option class level for each model product in Fusion Product Hub,
and then import it into the Configurator.
Answer: B
3.How does Order Management interact with multiple fulfillment systems to fulfill sales order lines?
A. The sales order lines are converted to Fulfillment Lines and fed to the Fulfillment systems.
B. It has a web service broker that routes requests from the External Interface Layer.
C. It has a web service broker that routes requests from the Fulfillment Task Layer.
D. The Fulfillment system routing is defined in the orchestration.
Answer: C
4.Your company has a cost of change policy that charges a customer when the order is allocated, with no
changes allowed after the goods are staged.
Which fulfillment status will trigger compensation and impose charges on the customer when the sales
order quantity is changed?
A. Staged
B. Backordered
C. Released to Warehouse
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D. Ready to Release
Answer: D
5.Your customer uses an external order capture system and wants to perform certain actions without
routing them through Order Management.
Which three services are available for the external system to call from Global Order Promising using
public web services? (Choose three.)
A. Ship Order Lines
B. Check Availability
C. Cancel Scheduling
D. Return Order Lines
E. Schedule Order Lines
Answer: BCE
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